With the aim of better scaffolding discussion to improve learning in a MOOC context, this work investigates what kinds of discussion behaviors contribute to learning. We explored whether engaging in higher-order thinking behaviors results in more learning than paying general or focused attention to course materials. In order to evaluate whether to attribute the effect to engagement in the associated behaviors versus persistent characteristics of the students, we adopted two approaches. First, we used propensity score matching to pair students who exhibit a similar level of involvement in other course activities. Second, we explored individual variation in engagement in higher-order thinking behaviors across weeks. The results of both analyses support the attribution of the effect to the behavioral interpretation. A further analysis using LDA applied to course materials suggests that more social oriented topics triggered richer discussion than more biopsychology oriented topics.
INTRODUCTION Previous work in the field of CSCL (Computer Supported
Collaborative Learning) has demonstrated that discussion can facilitate learning in contexts such as classrooms or intelligent tutoring systems [7, 9] . However, unlike traditional educational settings, discussions in MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) are large-scaled and asynchronous in nature, and therefore more difficult to control. In order to design interventions to increase the quality of discussion in MOOCs, we begin by investigating the following two research questions. 1) What kinds of discussion behaviors are associated with more learning? 2) What kinds of learning materials appear to trigger more of these discussion behaviors? These findings have the ability to inform development of interventions to improve discussion and learning in MOOCs.
Driven by the first research question, we conducted an extension of a previous study to explore the relationship between cognitively relevant discussion behaviors and learning. In [26] , we developed a coding scheme based on Chi's [8] ICAP (InteractiveConstructive-Active-Passive) framework to categorize students' cognitive engagement displayed in their conversations. In the exploratory study, we found that on-topic discussion is correlated with more learning than off-task discussion. However, contrary to Chi's earlier findings, we did not find a demonstrable order of strength between interactive, constructive and active discussion behaviors as we had expected.
One potential explanation is that the previous version of the coding manual was a low inference coding manual that may have missed subtle nuances that are germane to the distinctions made in the original ICAP work. For example, one case that posed a challenge for the low inference approach was distinguishing cases where students describe a life event for the purpose of explaining a psychological concept from cases where they are just socialized, or cases whether they are explaining to someone else vs. explaining to themselves. In this paper, we present a higher inference approach to coding designed to overcome these difficulties.
Despite the increased difficulty of achieving high reliability with a high inference coding manual, we achieved a high reliability after a 3 month concerted effort. Two coders coded 40 randomly sampled posts, and achieved Kappa of 0.721 and weighted Kappa of 0.864. The coding manual makes fine-grained distinctions between types of active, constructive, and interactive behavior. However, constructive and interactive behaviors are rare. Therefore, in our analysis building on this coding, we aggregate constructive and interactive behaviors together, referring to them as higher-order thinking behaviors, which involve constructing ideas that go beyond what is explicitly covered in the course materials, reasoning about course materials, and referring to peers' ideas constructively. We define active behaviors as attending to course materials in any way, including indications that the student directly repeats or paraphrases course content, or indirectly implies he/she is paying attention to course materials. We offer this coding manual as one contribution of this work to aid the work of this community in investigating research questions related to the connection between discussion and learning.
In this paper, we present an analysis in which we observe a larger effect of higher-order thinking behaviors on learning compared with attending to course materials in a less engaged manner. We then asked the question of whether the students who displayed more higher-order thinking behaviors were simply different kinds of learners who were more competent, or whether a more stringent analysis would still suggest that these students learnt more through cognitively engaging with course materials as shown by their discussion.
To answer this question, we adopted two approaches. First, we used propensity score matching to pair students who have a similar level of involvement in other activities in the course, and compared learning between the matched control and treatment groups. Second, we performed a week-level within-subject analysis. We investigated whether individual learners had higher course performance during weeks in which they displayed more higher-order thinking behaviors in the discussion forum. Both of these analyses show that students learnt more through engaging with higher-order thinking behaviors.
Building on these results, we then investigated what is different in the course materials across weeks that lead to different levels of cognitive engagement, and what topics may trigger cognitively richer discussion among students. To answer this question, we used LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [4] topic modeling to fit a topic model in order to identify which topics are associated with the occurrence of higher-order thinking behaviors. We then follow up on this analysis with a qualitative analysis to contrast the composition of texts that are associated with cognitively richer discussion and cognitively poorer discussion.
In the remainder of the paper, we begin by briefly introducing the ICAP framework that grounds our coding manual. We also discuss current learning analytics approaches applied in a MOOC context, and studies of what kinds of materials trigger more higher-order thinking behaviors in general learning settings. In the data preparation section, we introduce the course that provided the data for this research, explain the coding manual, and introduce how we prepared our data. Next we present our analyses and results. We conclude by discussing the limitations and implications of this work.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Introduction to ICAP Framework
In our analytic work, we start with a foundation in the ICAP framework [8] , in which the authors focus on the amount of cognitive engagement that can be detected by observation of finegrained behaviors. The ICAP framework proposes that overt behaviors, such as discussion behaviors, can reveal students' level of engagement with learning materials. The authors explain, "Although far from perfect, overt behaviors are a good proxy to reflect different modes of engagement that teachers can use to ascertain whether a student is in fact engaged in a specific mode for a given activity." [8] In a traditional education context, researchers have the opportunity to directly observe learners in person, which allows them to capture a larger variety of overt activities, such as students' body gestures or their nuanced interactions with their collocated peers. In a MOOC context, although we have access to a large volume of clickstream data, we lack an up-close view of student behavior illustrating their learning processes. Adopting a content analysis approach applied to student posts is one way we might estimate students' cognitive engagement in the course.
In brief, Chi and Wylie [8] propose that there are different modes or categories of "active learning", corresponding to different overt behaviors that elicit differential knowledge acquisition or learning processes. They propose that learning activities and their resulting overt engagement behaviors can be differentiated into one of four modes: interactive, constructive, active or passive.
In our work we borrow the definitions (italicized) given in the Chi and Wylie [8] paper to explain the differences between these four categories. This framework has been widely adapted in capturing students' behaviors and conversations in learning science studies. In this work, we developed a coding manual to operationalize these behaviors in a MOOC discussion forum to better capture students' cognitive processes in these settings.
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Learning analytics approaches in MOOCs
The data trace that is produced when students participate in a MOOC is multi-faceted, and specialized analytics have been developed for each type of data.
Clickstream data analytics
Clickstream data is produced whenever a student clicks on anything on the MOOC platform. This is the most frequent data from MOOCs that is analyzed in prior work. For example, Ferguson [12] observed seven distinct patterns of engagement in 4 MOOCs based on patterns identified in clickstream data. In [17] , the authors developed a classification method to identify 4 prototypical trajectories of engagement based on students' click data. Anderson [2] found that students who participated in other platform activities (videos, quizzes, etc.) participated more in the forum as well. In [18] , the authors used a machine leaning method to classify students as "successful" or "risk" students based on their performance in the discussion forums, including number of posts, comments, votes, etc. These analyses provide insights into how students' general behaviors in a MOOC look like.
In [19] and [20] , Koedinger et al. claimed a causal effect of learning-by-doing activities on learning by analyzing clickstream data of the psychology MOOC, the same course we did our analysis on. In this course, the clickstream data were far richer than usual because of learning-by-doing activities integrated into the platform, each of which produced their own clickstream data. The findings from clickstream data collected from the Psychology MOOC were very effective in explaining variation in student learning patterns. In our work, in order to probe more deeply into student ideas and reasoning, we explore in the same MOOC what is revealed through student discussion behavior.
Discourse analytics
Compared with log data, textual data is less structured, but it also contains large amount of information about student's engagement with the course. With the advances in machine learning and language technologies, development of analytic techniques to be applied to student discussion data with the aim of providing adaptive support is an up-and-coming area of learning analytics.
Allen et al. [1] used two NLP (Natural Language Processing) tools to investigate the potential of NLP techniques to perform stealth assessments of students' reading comprehension skills. Hsiao [16] proposed a novel Topic Facet Model, which treats all words in a single sentence as emanating from one topic facet. They also prototyped a visual analytics interface to present online discussion forum semantics, which helps users examine post content by viewing the topic facets. In [23] , the authors used LDA topic modeling to extract topics from discussion forums, and used text mining techniques to find what are the place names students talked about most in the class, which provided insight to inform future development of the course. In [5] , the authors proposed a generative model to cluster threads and rank them based on relevance to address the problem that there are far more threads than one can read.
These methods and techniques help visualize discussions in MOOCs. While there is great potential for applying machine learning methods and language technologies to improve learning environments, one downside of these automated methods is that they lose valuable information in the modeling process. In [11] , in order to compensate for this problem, the authors adopted a mixed method approach, by comparing the result from machine modeling and human annotation. They did a clustering analysis of MOOC discussion posts, and also qualitatively evaluated the clusters and compared the clustering result with manual annotations, for comparison and contrast.
Several studies on discussion forums in MOOCs have examined how social factors affect attrition [24] . While study of attrition is important, one reason why so much of the recent research has focused on this issue is because of convenience. Frequently it is not possible to evaluate learning because no formal pre and posttest are administered to students. In our work we are able to explore the connection between discussion behavior and learning in a MOOC context because the MOOC we are studying included a formal pre and post-test.
Higher-order thinking behaviors
In the second half of this paper, we investigate what kinds of materials appear to trigger richer discussion. In line with this purpose, we also examine existing literature on the relationship between learning materials and discussion behaviors or cognitive engagement, especially in an online learning context.
McKendree et al. [21] suggested that the social, participatory and shared verbal activity in online environments is a trigger for higher-order thinking, because learners can see their peers and tutors modeling the process of interpretation and application; they can analyze and compare their own understanding to that of others. This suggests that MOOCs have a natural deficiency in triggering higher order thinking behaviors, because there are few opportunities for students to get intensively involved in social, participatory or shared verbal activity compared with other learning environments. This study also suggests that more work should be done to support students' participatory and shared verbal activities in MOOCs.
Zhu [27] listed many variables that may influence interaction and cognitive engagement in an online discussion, including the instructor's presence, role, discussion questions, etc. In addition, student intrinsic motivation and prior knowledge of and interest in the topic may also influence levels of cognitive engagement and interaction with peers during the discussion. Students with a higher level of prior knowledge of the subject may feel bored, while students with limited prior knowledge may find interesting in contributing to the discussion. In addition to course-level variables, other studies show the effect of text or topics on learner's engagement. For example, McNamara et al. [22] found that readers who know little about the domain of the text benefit from a coherent text, whereas highknowledge readers benefit from a minimally coherent text. They argue that the poorly written text forces the knowledgeable readers to engage in compensatory processing to infer unstated relations in the text.
These studies inform us about variables that could have an influence on the level of cognitive engagement triggered by learning materials, including students' interest, prior knowledge, and coherence of the text. This prior work raises questions about what we might see specifically in the differential observed engagement in cognitive behavior associated with different parts of the material in this course.
DATA PREPARATION 3.1 Introduction to Psychology as a science
The dataset we used in this analysis is from the course "Introduction to Psychology as a Science" offered through Coursera collaboratively by Georgia Institute of Technology and Carnegie Mellon University. The course incorporated elements from the OLI (Open Learning Initiative) "Introduction to Psychology" learning environment. One special characteristic of the course was that it administered a pre/post test with the intention to support research.
Course materials included video lectures, assigned MOOC activities, learning-by-doing activities in the OLI environment, and weekly high-stakes quizzes. We present the topics of the course by week in Table 1 to give readers a sense of what psychology topics are covered in the course. 
Course involvement data
Altogether, the dataset contains data from 27,750 registered users, and a total of 7,990 posts and comments. Of these, 1079 learners have both pretest and posttest on record, 491 of whom participated in the discussion forum, generating 3864 posts and comments in total.
In addition to forum records, students' clicks related to course materials are also recorded in the clickstream data. The course record contains 1487665 student clicks. This data provides us with the opportunity to monitor students' interaction with course materials over their participation trajectory.
Coding Manual
One contribution of our work is a coding manual to capture students' discussion behaviors that are associated with learning based on Michelene Chi's ICAP framework [8] 1 .
However, to operationalize discussion behaviors in a MOOC context, we need to consider specific characteristics of MOOC forums. In this coding manual, we explained how MOOC forum data is different from classroom conversation data, and how we adapted the definitions from Chi's original ICAP framework.
In a MOOC discussion forum, as long as the student contributes an on-topic post, which in our coding manual requires that students show evidence of at least attending to learning materials in some way, we consider it to be active behavior. Our definition precludes posts being identified as on-topic and passive. Thus, we do not include the passive category in our coding manual. Our definition of interactive behavior is also slightly different from Chi's framework. As students rarely take turns in conversations in the discussion forum, we hardly see "perfect" interactive activities as defined. Thus, we categorize a post as interactive if the post is constructive and the student is referring to someone else's idea expressed earlier in the conversation. Although in a MOOC context, posts often receive a nominal reply, there are nevertheless very few posts that can be considered as genuinely "interactive" in the sense intended in ICAP. Most frequently, students post to the discussion forums as a form of personal reflection, or selfexplanation, without pointing to or making connection with their peers' expressed ideas. We only code interactive behaviors as such when they are constructive and show that students' are pointing to, building upon, making connections to, or challenging someone else's ideas. Thus, this code is rarely used in our coding.
As described in the introduction section, we have developed a high-inference coding manual to accurately capture student's discussion behaviors corresponding to their underlying cognitive processes. On the one hand, this means we provide definitions of each category that are content-focused instead of linguisticsfocused. On the other hand, in this new version of coding manual, we provide coders with a context, including the thread starter and previous post, to better infer whether the content is on-topic, or whether the student is referring to someone else's ideas. In the previous coding manual, in which only one single post was provided for coding without further reference to its context, it can be difficult to make decisions that would depend upon knowing what the author of a post was referring to, even in identifying whether the post is on task.
A decision tree used in the coding manual is shown in Figure 1 . In the first stage of the coding process, the coder is asked to decide whether a post is on-task or off-task. In the second stage, for ontask discourse, the coder is then asked to decide to which specific categories of cognitive engagement each post belongs.
Note that interactive and constructive behavior have to be course content related (in this case, psychology) in our coding. For example, a student reasoning about a scoring rubric would be categorized as displaying active behavior only, because the student is paying attention to course materials, but is not engaged in constructive behavior for the purpose of learning.
In this decision tree presented here, we provide only a brief definition of each category. In practice, we provide our coders with more detailed definitions, examples, and failed examples, 1 http://dance.cs.cmu.edu/MOOC-ICAP-Manual.pdf which can be viewed in the coding manual found at the URL mentioned above. 
Hand-coded dataset
Because a reliability test indicated high inter-rater reliability with the new coding scheme, for our analysis presented in this paper, we had one coder code all 3864 posts for students who have pretest and posttest on record in the psychology course. There are six mutually exclusive categories, O, A2, A1, C2, C1, I, as shown in Figure 1 . In our analysis, we grouped A2, A1, and C2, C1 into A and C respectively.
As explained earlier, we see little intensive interaction between students in the MOOC context. Consistent with that, interactive behavior in our dataset is very rare. Thus we do not distinguish between interactive and constructive behaviors in our further analysis. Instead, we group them together, collectively referring to them as higher-order thinking behaviors. We also refer to active behavior as paying general or focused attention to course materials, as indicated in the coding manual.
WILL ENGAGING IN HIGHER-ORDER THINKING BEHAVIORS ASSOCIATED WITH MORE LEARNING?
In a previous study [26] , we explored the relationship between cognitively relevant discussion behaviors and learning. We observed an effect of on-topic discussion over off-topic discussion, but we did not see a rank ordering in the effect of interactive, constructive, and active behaviors on learning as indicated by Chi [8] . We partly attributed that to the deficiency in the coding manual. As illustrated earlier, we revised the coding manual to more accurately capture students' discussion behaviors. In this analysis, we hypothesize that higher-order thinking behaviors would have a larger effect size on learning compared with paying general or focused attention to course materials.
Driven by this hypothesis, we did a regression analysis as described in section 4.1, and observed that students who display higher-order thinking behaviors have more learning gains than those who did not display any higher-order thinking behaviors but show that they are paying active attention to course materials from their posts in the forums; And the students whose discussion behaviors indicate they are paying active attention to course materials also have higher learning gains than students who are constantly being off-topic in the forums.
We posit two possible explanations for the observed phenomenon. First, it might be that the students who displayed higher-order thinking behaviors are a different kind of learners who are better at argumentation and expressing themselves. It might be not that engaging in higher level thinking in discussion forums is causing learning gains for these learners, but rather, that such learners tend to engage at higher cognitive levels that correlates with higher learning gains. Alternately, it might be the case that by participating in higher-order thinking in the discussion forums, these students engaged with learning materials deeper, and learned more during the course as a result. While the definitive answer can only be gained through a manipulation study, we can gain stronger suggestive evidence through more fine-grained analysis. First, we adopted the propensity score matching approach to account for individual differences. We used propensity score matching to pair students who are categorized as similar learners by their involvement in other course activities, and we will describe this analysis in section 4.2. Second, we conducted a within-subject analysis over weeks to observe the effect of higher-order thinking behaviors on individual student's learning outcomes. We will describe this analysis in section 4.3
Are higher-order thinking behaviors associated with more learning: a regression analysis
The purpose of our first analysis is to measure an effect of higherorder thinking behaviors over paying general or focused attention to course materials. To this end, we created three mutually exclusive groups of students based on the highest level of cognitively relevant discussion behaviors they displayed in the forum. The three binary group variables are defined below.
Group2[higher-order]:
A binary variable, which equals 1 if the student has contributed at least one constructive or interactive post during the course, otherwise it equals 0.
Group1[paying-attention]:
A binary variable, which equals 1 if the student has contributed at least one active post during the course but has not displayed any constructive or interactive posts, and otherwise equals 0.
Group0[off-topic]:
The group associated with this binary variable contains the rest of the students, i.e., students who have not contributed any on-topic discussion during the course.
We arranged our dataset such that the student is the unit of analysis. By including only the students who have both pretest and posttest on record, and have participated in the discussion forum, we arrive at a final sample size of 491. Below, we explain our dependent and control variables.
Dependent variable:
Post-test: The student's standardized post-test score.
Control variables:
Pre-test: The student's standardized pre-test score.
Numpost:
The total number of posts the student has contributed throughout the course.
OLI-registration:
A binary variable indicating whether the student has registered for OLI (Open Learning Initiative), which offered them supplementary learning-by-doing activities in each unit. [19, 20] Video: The student's number of videos clicked on at least once.
Quiz:
The student's number of quizzes clicked on at least once.
OLIsite: The student's number of clicks on the OLI website.
Forum:
The student's number of clicks on the forum.
We standardized all four variables based on clickstream data. The result shows that controlling for the number of other activities the student engaged in during the course, including watching videos, doing quizzes, visiting the forum, and vising the OLI website, for students who contributed the same number of posts, those who displayed higher-order thinking behaviors had higher learning gains than students who did not display higher-order thinking behaviors (p-value= 0.001). Similarly, students whose discussion behaviors indicated paying active attention to course materials had more learning gains than student who did not show active attention to course materials (p-value=0.031). We further contrasted between the higher-order thinking group and the paying attention group by computing the relative effect size associated with these binary variables. We found that the higherorder thinking group had an effect size of 0.36 in comparison with the off-topic group, while the paying-attention group had an effect size of 0.26. In both cases, we computed effect size using the Cohen's d method. Due to this difference in their relative effect sizes, we consider that displaying higher-order thinking behaviors in discussion forums is associated with more learning gains than displaying discussion behaviors that show general or focused attention to course materials, which in turn is associated with more learning gains than posting in the forum but being off-topic all the time. Using the new high inference coding, we see a rank of the effect of discussion behaviors in learning, as proposed in Chi's [8] framework.
Accounting for individual difference using propensity score matching
Propensity-score matching is a type of nonrandomized study that can be used to minimize selection bias and estimate the effects of treatments on outcomes [14] . It works by matching students inside the treatment group with "doppelgangers" in a comparator group. Only corresponding students with a high degree of similarity on relevant variables should be paired [3, 25] . The propensity score matching method has been recently applied to MOOCs in part because the availability of a large student population makes it feasible to identify well-matched comparator subjects [6] . In our work we use propensity score matching in order to minimize potential selection bias.
Using a propensity score matching method, we sought to match pairs of students who engaged in the same number of other activities in the course, but varied in either displaying or not displaying higher-order thinking behaviors. The students who displayed higher-order thinking behaviors are considered to be in the treatment group, while the students who did not display such higher-order thinking are in the control group. In this way we can evaluate the association between the discussion behaviors and learning, while holding other important effort related variables constant.
We used all the control variables as introduced earlier as features of the students' engagement in the course, and built a logistic regression model to predict the students' probability of displaying higher-order thinking behaviors in the course. We trained the model and then did propensity score matching with this model on a sample of 1079 students, which is the total number of students in the dataset that have a pre-test and post-test on record. 119 pairs of students were matched in the process. As displayed in Table 3 , we compared the difference between the matched treatment and control groups. None of the features we used for the matching are significantly different between the treatment and control groups in the matched set, which demonstrates a successful match for further analysis.
We then fitted a regression model using students' standardized posttest score as a dependent variable, the binary treatment variable as a main effect, and the other variables as covariates, which are measurements of student's engagement in course activities. The result is displayed in Table 4 . Being in the treatment group, which indicates the student has displayed higherorder thinking behaviors in the course, has a significant effect on learning (p-value=0.019). The average posttest score for the treatment group is 28.5 (s.d. = 4.56), and the average posttest score for the control group is 27.3 (s.d. = 5.51). One thing to notice is that as displayed in Table 3 , although in this matching, there were no significant differences between groups on any of the matching variables, the trend was always in favor of the control group, giving them an advantage. Nevertheless we still find the treatment group learned more.
The result here shows that for a pair of students who are categorized as similar leaners by their prior knowledge and engagement level in the course, the one who displayed higherorder thinking behaviors had higher learning gains than the one who did not. We also computed the effect size of the treatment effect using the Cohen's d method, which is 0.227 in this case.
Within-subject analysis over weeks
The second approach we adopted to account for individual difference is a within-subject analysis method. It is to investigate for each individual, whether the weeks he/she displayed more higher-order thinking behaviors would be associated with more learning than the other weeks for the same student.
Data preparation
In this analysis, we break down the students' activities in the whole course into 12 weeks. And we use the time students submit each quiz to segment behavior into different weeks. For example, the activities the student did between the time he submitted quiz2 and quiz3 is considered the activities he did for week3. Using this method, each student will have one entry of aggregated data per week. We will introduce the variables we used as follows.
Variables that have a value per student per week:
QuizScore: This is the student's quiz score of the week. In the case of the final week, this would be the post-test score. Typically each quiz consists of 10 questions related to the week's material. The post-test consists of 25 questions for the whole course. Since the final quiz contains questions that do not belong to the material of that week, we dropped the final week data in our analysis for consistency. Thus, in our analysis, there are 11 weeks' data per student.
Numpost: This is the number of posts the student contributed in that week.
For activities that come from the OLI website, it is possible to determine which content unit of the course each click is associated with. Two variables, namely activities and pageviews, are the number of activities and pages the student attempted on the topic of that week before he submitted the quiz of that week.
Activities: This is the number of activities on the OLI site the student attempted in that week.
Pageviews: This is the number of pages of OLI textbook the student viewed that week.
Playvideo: the number of videos the student played that week.
Variables that have a value per student:
Pre-test: As there are no pretests for each week, we used the pretest score of the course as a proxy for prior knowledge for each week.
All the above variables are standardized.
In order to compare the effect of higher-order thinking behaviors with that of paying general or focused attention to course materials, similar to the course-level analysis, we generated two binary group variables per student per week based on the highest level of discussion behavior the student displayed in the forum.
Group2[higher-order]:
A binary variable, which equals to 1 if the student has contributed at least one constructive or interactive post during the week, otherwise it equals 0.
Group1[paying-attention]:
A binary variable, which equals to 1 if the student has contributed at least one active post during the week but has not displayed any constructive or interactive post, otherwise it equals 0.
We sampled out students who have taken both pretest and posttest, and who have participated in the discussion forum at least once during the 11 weeks. Altogether, there are 404 such students used in our analysis. We then fitted a linear mixed-effect model using SPSS.
The major capabilities that differentiate mixed-effects models from general linear models are that mixed-effects models handle correlated data and unequal variances more effectively. In our case, as each individual has multiple entries that are considered to be correlated, we need to use a mixed-effect model.
In our model, we used students' QuizScore as a dependent variable, treated the student's CourseraID as a random effect, and treated all other variables as fixed effects. By doing this, we are accounting for participant effect, and observing the main effect of the factors related to each participant. The parameters of the mixed-effect model are shown in Table 5 . The result shows that when controlling for participant effect, for each individual, in the weeks he/she displayed higher-order thinking behaviors, he had better performance in the quiz relative to what was expected based on pretest score and other control variables than the weeks he did not display any higher-order thinking behaviors. However, in this model we do not see an effect of showing active attention to course materials.
Based on the results shown by propensity score matching, and now this within-subject analysis, we are more inclined to explain the effect we see of higher-order thinking behaviors on learning as demonstrating that students are engaged in a more effective way with the course materials when they demonstrate these higherorder thinking behaviors, which leads to better learning.
WHICH TOPICS TRIGGER RICHER DISCUSSION?
From the analyses just shown, we see an effect of higher-order thinking behaviors on learning, and we also see that students' level of cognitive engagement varies from week to week. This drives us to ask a final research question, namely, which kind of learning materials trigger richer discussion?
In order to answer this question, we adopted a content analysis approach to extract topics from the textbook of the course and investigate which topics are associated with more high-order thinking behaviors.
Topic Modeling Setup
We used LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [4] topic modeling to extract topics from the OLI textbook. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a statistical generative model that can be used to discover hidden topics in documents as well as the words associated with each topic.
There are 16 chapters in the OLI textbook, although the last chapter is not used in the course. We trained a topic model using the LDA algorithm (provided in the Mallet package 2 ) on the 15 chapters of the textbook. We split each chapter into 3 sentences units, and used it as the unit of analysis. We treated each unit as a document such that there are 2946 documents in total. The model was set to estimate 15 latent topics. We applied the trained topic model back to the documents and obtained a topic distribution over the 15 topics for each document. Each corpus unit is then represented as a vector of topics, as shown in (1) . Corpus units represent the learning materials of each chapter of the textbook, we thus have a topic representation of the content of the learning materials.
Based on our annotation, we have counted the number of higherorder thinking behaviors students have displayed in each week.
The course syllabus provides a mapping from 12 course weeks to the 15 chapters of the textbook. Based on this mapping, we could associate each document with the number of higher-order thinking behaviors students displayed in the corresponding week.
We then fitted a regression model using the corpus unit data, with the 15 topics as independent variables, and the number of higherorder thinking behaviors for each unit as a dependent variable, as shown in (2) . By doing this, we can see which topics have a higher weight in predicting the number of higher-order thinking behaviors. Among the 15 topics, 1 was dropped in the regression model. For the rest of the topics, 5 are positively associated with richer discussion, 5 are negatively associated with richer discussion, and 3 do not have a significant effect.
Contrasting corpus units
We picked out two topics that have the highest positive weights, and two topics that have the highest negative weights as representatives for further analyses. The two topics that have the highest positive weights are "development" and "intelligence". The two topics that have the highest negative weights are "neuroscience/brain" and "memory".
We then looked into the OLI textbook to retrieve corpus units that have high and low weights on the positive and negative topics to explore the difference. In the topic model we built earlier, each corpus unit has a distribution over the 15 topics, for a given topic, e.g., "development", we rank the corpus units based on their weight on this topic, and the units that have the highest weight or lowest weight are chosen as examples and displayed below.
We adopted a more qualitative approach to analyze the difference between these units. We present and contrast some illustrative examples below.
Based on the regression model we fitted, we consider that text units that have a higher weight on topic "development" and "intelligence" are associated with richer discussion, and that text units which have a lower weight on topic "development" and "intelligence" are associated with less cognitively rich discussion. We looked into text units in the chapter of development and intelligence, and found some examples in these two chapters that either have a high weight on these two topics or a low weight on these two topics. In the following example paragraphs, we use a symbol "+" to indicate that the text unit is positively associated with higher-order thinking behaviors; and we use a symbol "--" to indicate the text unit is negatively associated with higher-order thinking behaviors. For the positive examples, we underlined phrases that are daily life phenomenon; and for the negative examples, we underlined technical terms that we do not frequently use in daily life.
Here is an example of a unit that has a high weight on the topic of "development" in the development chapter: In the same chapter, here is a unit that has a low weight on the topic of "development": Here is an example of a unit that has a high weight on the topic of "intelligence" in the intelligence chapter: We also extracted some units that have high weight on the topics "brain" and "memory" for comparison. We consider the units that have a high weight on the topics "brain" and "memory" are negatively associated with rich discussion. Here are two examples that have a high topic representation of "brain" and "memory" respectively. By contrast, even in the same chapter, the two examples that have a lower weight over the topics "development" and "intelligence" include more technical/medical terms that we seldom use in daily life. It is the same case for the two examples on the topic of "brain" and "memory". The two examples are about biopsychological processes that we seldom experience in life. And there are a lot of unfamiliar technical terms in the text, making it more challenging to read.
(--)"As
In the following table, we display the words that are associated with topics that have a strong positive or negative association with the prevalence of higher-order thinking behaviors students displayed. By comparing and contrasting the words associated with positive and negative topics, we can see that more social oriented topics are positively associated with richer discussion. These examples show that these topics use more daily life words and explain human phenomenon people are more familiar with. On the other hand, more neuroscience oriented topics are negatively associated with richer discussion, and the examples show that these topics use more technical terms that are not usually used in daily life. They also explain animal experiments or biopsychology phenomenon that are not commonly familiar.
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Based on our findings and discussion, we propose the following design implications, which could be a next-step intervention built into MOOC discussion forums to support richer discussion.
1) We see that content related to daily life and social experience is associated with higher-order thinking behaviors. As explained in motivation theories [10, 15] , real-world connection helps support situational interest which could lead to higher intrinsic motivation in the student. For the units that are not connected to personal interests and experiences, e.g., neuroscience, we can think of manipulations to increase student motivation. Some practices may include, incorporating blocks of real-life stories in the unit, or designing collaborative tasks that require students to connect the concepts to personal life.
2) We see that the contents that have more technical terms are associated with cognitively poorer discussion. We explained this phenomenon as people tend to discuss less when they understand less. This may suggest that support for reading comprehension where technical terms come up might improve productive engagement with the material. Further, scaffolding for explanation should be provided in the units that have less of a tendency to elicit explanation behavior.
3) We also found that a lot of discussions in the forums are offtopic. One way to address this is to take the off-topic conversation that comes and try to channel it towards course content. As it stands, off-topic conversation may not be valuable for learning, but if we can use it to draw attention to personal connections with the course material, it could become valuable. Providing scripts [13] to achieve this could also be a future direction.
4)
In this paper, we developed a coding manual to categorize students' discussion behaviors by the cognitive engagement displayed in their discussion. In a next step, we want to build machine learning models to automatically label students' discussion behaviors as in our prior work [26] , thus enabling the provision of just-in-time feedback. For example, if the analysis reveals that a student is constantly engaging in off-topic discussion in the forum, we could respond by providing scripts to direct him towards course content. Or if we see a student is constantly repeating or paraphrasing course materials without constructing ideas on top of that, we could also provide scripts for these students, e.g, asking probing questions to get them think about the content they are posting.
CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION
In order to better support discussion in a MOOC context, we investigate what kinds of discussion behaviors are associated with learning and what types of learning materials trigger richer discussion. We developed a coding manual based on Chi's [8] ICAP framework and situated it in a MOOC context to categorize students' posts in discussion forums based on different observed levels of cognitive engagement. We achieved high reliability when applying this coding manual in a psychology MOOC.
Driven by the first research question, we found that students who displayed more higher-order thinking behaviors learnt more through deeper engagement with course materials displayed by their discussion behaviors. In this course, students who displayed higher-order thinking behaviors learnt more than students who simply directed their attention to course materials. These students in turn also learnt more than students who were constantly offtopic in the forums.
The follow-up analysis with LDA topic modeling applied to course materials informs us that social oriented topics triggered richer discussion compared with biopsychology oriented topics, and that higher-order thinking behaviors tend to appear together within threads in the forums. We have suggested design recommendations based on these observations.
However, there are limitations in this work, which could be addressed and improved in future research.
1) There are relatively few instances of interactive behaviors in the dataset, so we grouped together constructive and interactive behaviors as higher-order thinking behaviors. Because of this, we are not able to compare the effect between interactive behaviors and constructive behaviors on learning. A next step is to apply this coding manual to additional courses so that we will have more data to address this sparsity issue. In doing this, we will also have more training data to build machine learning models to detect the discussion behaviors automatically.
2) In our approach, we are only able to estimate students' cognitive engagement if they display it by posting in the discussion forum. It is possible that students are highly engaged with course materials even if they never display those thinking behaviors in the discussion forum. Although we have already controlled for students' engagement in other course activities, we are losing information about invisible learning traces. Discussion data would be more valuable as a lens on engagement if more students posted to the forum. In our future research through deploying interventions, we aim to engage more students in the forums so that assessment based on discussion behavior can be applied to a higher proportion of students in the course.
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